
 
TRABUCO HILLS HIGH SCHOOL 

27501 Mustang Run 
Mission Viejo, CA 92691 

(949) 768-1934 
Craig Collins, Principal 

Amanda Bentley, Assistant Principal Curriculum and Guidance 
 
 
Dear THHS English 1 Honors/IB Student: 
 
Please share this letter with your parents. 
 
Welcome to Trabuco Hills High School!  You have decided to embrace the most challenging level of English.  The 
teachers of this class are committed to providing a learning environment that is both informative and rigorous.  If you take 
advantage of what is offered, you will be prepared for grade level standardized testing, advanced placement assessments, 
and college admission requirements. 
 
As part of your preparation for next year’s English 1 Honors/IB class, it is necessary for you to complete a Summer 
Reading Assignment (SRA).  The selected for each grade level is tied to a literary focus, theme(s), or motif(s) that will be 
explored during the school year.  The SRA for English 1 Honors/IB is Pearl S. Buck’s novel, The Good Earth.  Read 
closely and carefully (annotations are strongly suggested) as this reading assignment will be one of the first grades in your 
English class for the first quarter. Please be advised that vocabulary and guided reading questions are available on the 
Trabuco Hills High School website www.trabucohills.org to support your reading and comprehension of Buck’s novel. 
 
Additionally, all English 1 Honors/IB students will be required to complete a written assessment (e.g. in-class 
expository/analytical essay) and objective exam based on the SRA, The Good Earth.  These assessments will be 
completed with the first week of school. 
 
Furthermore, following activities, discussions, and assessments of The Good Earth, the first unit focuses on Greek culture, 
society, and literature.  English 1 Honors/IB students will be reading Robert Fitzgerald’s translation of The Odyssey.  This 
translation is available from book sellers and in public libraries.  As this first unit proves challenging and rigorous for 
students, consider utilizing time during these summer months to read this selection so that a second reading during the 
school year renders greater clarity. 
 
In the event you lose this letter over the summer, you may obtain this information on the Trabuco Hills High School 
website: www.trabucohills.org. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Amanda Bentley 
Assistant Principal 
Curriculum and Guidance 
 and 
The English 1 Honors/IB Teachers 

http://www.trabucohills.org/
http://www.trabucohills.org/


TRABUCO HILLS HIGH SCHOOL  
English 1 Honors/IB 

SRA: The Good Earth (Pearl S. Buck) 
 
As you closely and carefully read Pearl S. Buck’s novel, The Good Earth, please make sure you 
ANNOTATE literary devices (e.g. characterization, setting, conflict, irony, symbolism, figurative 
language, diction, theme, motif) in addition to any questions you may have.  
 
Additionally, the following vocabulary and questions are intended to guide your reading and provide you 
highlights of each of the chapters that may prove beneficial in preparing for the written and objective 
assessments during the first two weeks of the school year.  
 
Chapters 1 and 2:  
Vocabulary:  
Fruition- accomplishment; bearing fruit 
Thatched- roofing made of plant material  
Cauldron- vessel used for boiling water 
Gruel- thin, watery porridge 
Guffaw- burst of laughter 
Impudence- offensive, bold behavior  
Obeisance- body movements or gestures  
Volubly- fluently 
Demurring- voicing objection 
Articulate- to express with words 
Zenith- summit; upper region in the sky 
Contrived- obviously planned  
Stolid- impassive  
 

1. What is the setting for the novel? Describe the images you have of Wang Lung’s farm, 
his house, the city, and the House of Hwang. 

2. What is the point of the novel? What effect does knowing these thoughts have on the 
reader? 

3. Characterize Wang Lung by his personality traits, his attitude, and his values. How do 
you feel about Wang Lung?  

4. How was Wang Lung’s poverty as a farmer influenced his character? 
5. Describe Wang Lung’s relationship with his father. 
6. What is your opinion of the wife’s role at this time in China? 
7. Do you think that O-lan and Wang Lung love each other?  
8. What is the cause for the sadness in O-lan’s eyes and her silence?  
9. Point out the parts in these chapters that you found humorous.  
10. What aspects are realistic in these chapters?  

 

 

 



Chapters 3 and 4: 
Vocabulary: 
Mar- to inflict disfiguring damage  
Gilded- covered to make attractive  
Malignant- inclined to do evil 
Flails- manual threshing tools  
Chaff- worthless matter  
Frugal- careful spending 
Hemp- cord of cloth made from the cannabis plant  
 

1. How can Wang Lung’s prosperity be explained? 
2. As O-land and Wang Lung plan for the birth of their child, in what ways is O-lan like 

most women; in what ways is she unusual?  
3. Characterize O-lan’s personality, attitudes, and values. 
4. Name several Chinese customs that are evident in the novel. Which of these activities and 

attitudes are similar to what Americans express and share? 
5. What, if anything, is there about Wang Lung and O-lan’s life and marriage that appeals to 

you?  
6. Explain Wang Lung’s thoughts on his silver.  
7. In the description of O-lan nursing the baby in the field, what image comes to your 

mind’s eye? 
 
Chapters 5 and 6: 
Vocabulary:  
Mottoes- brief statements  
Millstones- stones used to grind grain 
Haws- fumbles in speech  
Concubine- a woman who is contracted to a man as a second wife, often having low 
status       and few rights  
Consternation- paralyzing dismay  
Maliciously- deliberately spiteful 
Hoary- ancient; gray or white  
Arduous- strenuous  
Placid-  calm 
 

1. As you read these chapters, what pleased you?  
2. What image do you have of Wang Lung’s good luck rituals? Do you believe the concept 

of good luck? What, in your opinion, creates success?  
3. The people in the village are now treating Wang Lung in a much different way, especially 

the gatekeeper. How do you explain their change in attitude?  
4. What changes do you see in Wang Lung? State how your feelings toward him have 

changed.  
5. What are O-lan’s responses to the following: Wang Lung’s insistence on buying land 

from the House of Hwang; Wang Lung’s attitude toward O-lan’s second pregnancy; 
Wang Lung’s desire for O-lan to work in the fields? 



6. At this point what is your opinion of O-lan?  
7. What is your opinion of the Ancient Mistress and the Old Master?  
8. Contrast the way things are run in Wang Lung and O-lan’s household with the way things 

are fun in the House of Hwang. Points of comparison could include the attitude towards 
money, activities, and marriage.  

9. What conclusions may be drawn about the House of Hwang? 
 
Chapters 7 and 8:  
Vocabulary: 
Lout- an awkward, stupid person  
Brazen- loud sound  
Unctuous- insincere earnest  
Scanty- insufficient  
Beseeching- begging for 
Filial- parent-child relationship  
Piety- showing reverence  
Ardent- strong enthusiasm  
 

1. Describe your image of Wang Lung’s uncle’s wife.  
2. How has Chinese custom influenced Wang Lung’s response to his uncle? If you were in 

Wang Lung’s position, how would you deal with this uncle? Explain how American 
custom influenced your response.  

3. Explain the foreshadowing at the end of chapter seven. 
4. Explain the figurative language in the following description:  

 
“But before the sufficient clouds could gather for promise, a bitter wind rose out of the 
northwest, the acrid wind of the distant desert, and blew the clouds from the sky as one 
gathers dust from the floor with a broom. And the sky was empty and barren, and the 
stately sun rose each morning and made its march and set solitary night. And the moon in 
its time shone like a lesser sun for clearness” (Pg. 70). 

 
5. Wang Lung recognizes his dependence on the earth, yet tells himself that he is determine 
to succeed despite gods and drought, and buys more land from the House of Hwang. What 
contradiction do you see between what Wang Lung recognizes and what he tells himself? 
6. Given the situation, what do you predict will be the outcome of Wang Lung buying this 
land?  
7. Explain how Buck’s description of the villagers coming to Wang Lung and O-lan’s house 
is objective. Find another description that is objective and explain the objectivity. 
8. Contrast Wang Lung and O-lan’s ability to cope with the difficult circumstances. Points 
of comparison could be: attitude, knowledge, or strength. Considering your information how do 
you explain their differences?  
9. Consider O-lan and Wang Lung’s reaction to having a female child. What is your opinion 
of this attitude toward females? 
10. Comment on anything that disturbs you in these chapters.  
 
 



Chapters 9 and 10: 
Vocabulary: 
Imperturbable- calm and composed  
Scant- inadequate  
Quavered- trembled  
Desponding- becoming discouraged  
Hoarding- reserving more than necessary  
Allayed- relieved  
Retorted- answered in a quick manner  
Respite- short period of rest  
 

1. By the end of chapter ten, with what hopes are you left? 
2. In the narration of the birth of the fourth child, O-lan is described as creeping around the 

room afterwards, hiding the birth stains as an animal does. How do you react to that 
statement? 

3. How does Buck’s repeated mention of the impenetrable stillness that is everywhere create 
the atmosphere of this section? 

4. Read again the section that tells of the birth, death, and burial of the fourth child. The 
focus of the narration is Wang Lung’s thoughts and feelings about what is happening. 
What effect does this focus have on you? 

5. What details indicate that O-lan killed the fourth child? What details indicate that the 
uncle has eaten his own children? Do you find these actions to be realistic? 

6. What image do you have of the fire wagon?  
 
Chapters 11 and 12  
Vocabulary:  
Bumpkin- a country person 
Caravan- pack of animals  
Haughty- scornfully proud  
Perpetual- lasting forever  
Haranguing- giving a long speech  
Millet- a type of grass  
Gorge- throat 
 

1. While reality reports life as it actually is the comic is often mixed with the sad. Comment 
on what may be considered comical and what may be sad.  

2. What, if anything, intrigues you about the great Chinese city? 
3. Give specific details from the chapters to prove the following four statements about 

Wang Lung: Living in the city is disturbing, the job of rickshaw-puller is extremely 
difficult, he is confused and uncomfortable about what goes on in the city, and ultimately 
seems to be in a hopeless position.  

4. Although O-lan and Wang Lung continue to work together, there are now differences 
between them. State how O-lan is different from Wang Lung in their approaches to 
getting things done, their attitudes and their values.  

5. What details in these chapters foreshadows the boxer rebellion? 



6. Briefly point out the difference between Wang Lung’s sons.  
 

Chapters 13 and 14: 
Vocabulary:  
Opulence- great abundance  
Sumptuous- suggesting great expense  
Repose- being at a state of rest 
Thrice- three times  
Indifferently- having no interest or concern  
Leprous- relating to the disease leprosy  
Scythe- tool used for cutting  
Rebuking- punishing; scolding  
Downtrodden- oppressed  
Cur- cowardly  
 

1. Buck provides the reader with contrasting images of wealth and poverty. Find words and 
images that describe both the rich and poor people on the following points: physical 
appearance, facial expression, clothing, food, activities, and homes.  

2. List five details that increase Wang Lungś desperation.  
3. In chapter 14, Wang LUng listens to a group of ragged men who discuss what they would 

do if they had money. What would they do, and why would they rebuke Wang Lung? 
4. They tell Wang LUng that he is ignorant because he does not understand the view that if 

the rich would share what they have, all have money or food. What do the impoverished 
men not understand? 

5. What do the impoverished men see as the solution to their poverty and oppression? What 
does Wang Lung see as the solution?  

6. What is your opinion of the solution presented here? 
7. What action did Wang Lung take? In your opinion, did he go too far? 
8. What is your reaction to the practice of forcing men to become soldiers?  
9. What is your opinion of O-lan for her willingness to sell her daughter into slavery? What 

in your cultural background influences your opinion? How might having the Chinese 
cultural background of this era be influencing Wang Lung and O-lan?  

10. Wang Lung is given two pictures, which he puzzles over. What are the pictures? What 
does Wang LUngś reaction to these pictures suggest to you?  

11. What is there about the way BUck reports these activities that lead us to say her style is 
objective?  

 
Chapters 15 and 16: 
Vocabulary:  
Castrated- an animal removed of its sexual organs (testes or ovaries) 
Cultivate- to prepare land for crops  
Furrow- a trench made from a plow  
Agape- with the mouth open  
Shrewish- ill-tempered  



Contempt- treating someone as inferior  
Musing- engaging in meditation  
Proverb- a widespread saying used to express truth or teaching  
 

1. Give examples to prove that Wang Lung is no longer as frugal as he once was. How can 
this change be explained?  

2. What about Wang Lung’s character has stayed the same? Consider the focus of his 
activities and his relationship with Ching.  

3. Explain what is significant about the interaction between O-lan and Wang Lung over the 
jewels. Do you think Wang Lung was right to take them?  

4. What do you learn about the bandits that roamed China at this time?  
5. What is your opinion of Cuckoo? Point out details that characterize her.  
6. Why does Wang Lung allow O-lan to have jewels she wanted?  

 
Chapters 17 and 18: 
Vocabulary: 
Boisterously- loudly 
Subsist- to exist 
Paltry- lacking in worth 
Proprietor- an owner of a business 
Dotard- person experiencing mental deterioration 
Pendulous- hanging loosely; swinging 
Reproach- to express  
Tendril- structure that supports vine-like plants 
 

1. What in these chapters may be disturbing 
2. What factors lead to Wang Lung and his sons losing their connection? 
3. Cite incidents or observations from the novel to prove the following statement: at this 

point, Wang Lung’s pride motivates much of his actions.  
4. As a parent, what mistakes does Wang Lung make with his second son?  
5. What similarity do you notice between Ching and O-lan?  
6. After being angry with O-lan over her lack of beauty, Wang Lung says, “Well, and I will 

go to the tea shop and see if I can hear anything new. There is nothing in my house 
except fools, and dotard and two children!” (Pg. 171) What does he mean? What is your 
reaction to Wang Lung’s comment?  

7. At the end of Chapter 18, what does it appear will happen? 
8. In your opinion, is Wang Lung in control of the circumstances of his life? What is 

determining his circumstances?  
 
Chapters 19 and 20 
Vocabulary:  
Imploringly- urgently begging 
Slavishly- having the characteristics of a slave 
Repine- to be discontented; to complain 
Superintended- supervised 



Comfit- a sugar-coated pastry 
Loafers- people who are habitually idle 
Indolent- lazy 
Prodigally- extravagantly wasteful  
 

1. What, in your opinion, determines Wang Lung’s decision to have an affair with Lotus?  
2. The reader describes Wang Lung’s affair with Lotus as a sickness. “It was though a man, 

dying of thirst, drank the salt water of the sea which, though it was water, yet dries his 
blood into thirst so that in the end he dies, maddened by his drinking. He went in to her 
and had his will of her again and again and he came away unsatisfied.” (Pg. 183) 

3. What does the incident with pears suggest to you? 
4. What is your response to Wang Lung’s uncle? Why does Wang Lung support him?  
5. When Wang Lung seethes with anger over having to take in his uncle and his uncle’s 

wife and son, what wisdom does O-lan offer him? In what way does O-lan follow her 
own advice? What is your opinion of this advice?  

6. How do you feel about O-lan?  
7. What images do you have of Lotus and her apartment?  
8. What is your opinion of Wang Lung’s uncle’s wife?  

 
Chapters 21 and 22:  
Vocabulary: 
Sundered- broken into parts 
Harlot- female prostitute 
Petulant- peevish 
Betrothed- engaged 
Melancholy- gloomy 
  

1. Point out the reason for O-lan’s anger and how she deals with her problem. Why is O-
lan’s method effective?  

2. Give several of the reasons that Wang Lung’s love for Lotus cools.  
3. What do you find comical in these chapters? 
4. What wisdom does O-lan offer Wang Lung about the melancholy of the older son?  
5. Cite details to support the following statements: Wang Lung is constantly struggling to 

find peace in the midst of family conflict, and he is proud as a result of his achievements.  
6. What contradictions do you find in Wang Lung’s attitude toward his son?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapters 23 and 24: 
Vocabulary: 
Begrudging- giving with reluctance 
Tallow- fat from animals of plants 
Fermented- alcohol which is produced by chemical reactions 
Scampish- like a rascal 
Marauded- raided 
Magistrate- a civil officer 
Pining- desiring 
Gaunt- bony 
 

1. What are the causes of Wang Lung’s display of anger? Do you think his anger is 
justified? Does he accomplish anything with his rage?  

2. Compare Wang Lung’s response to the locusts and the responses of the other men in his 
attitude, behavior, and outcome.  

3. What is your opinion of Wang Lung’s eldest son and Wang Lung’s treatment of him?  
4. For which character do you have the most sympathy? 
5. From your own life experiences, what are common issues Wang Lung deals with that 

many people share? 
6. Give details to prove that Wang Lung’s continued pride is apparent in his changed 

attitude toward the Earth gods.  
 
Chapters 29 and 30: 
Vocabulary:  
Repented- having felt remorse 
Unduly- excessively 
Stout- fat 
Lagging- failing 
Lewdness- lustful; obscene 
Urn- container used to hold a person’s remains 
Inheritance- land or money that is given after death 
Paltry- lacking worth  
Parsimony- extremely frugal 
 

1. Support the following statements: Wang Lung and his family have left their old life close 
to the land, and Wang Lung’s oldest son does not seem to grasp the meaning of his 
father’s view of their dependence on the land 

2. Give reasons for the following statements: Although Wang Lung yearns for peace, he 
cannot have peace in his own household, and Wang Lung’s sons manipulate him.  

3. Compare the scene of the birth of Wang Lung’s first grandchild with the scene of the 
birth of his first child. Points of comparison could be the activity in the household, Wang 
Lung’s response, and the behavior of the women who is giving birth.  

4. What do you find sad in these chapters?  
5. What is your opinion of the pride Wang Lung and his sons feel?  



6. Compare and contrast the first and the second son of Wang Lung. Identify three points of 
comparison.  

 
Chapters 31 and 32: 
Vocabulary:  
Horde- a large group; swarm 
Implement- tool; equipment 
Uncomely- not keeping with the accepted standards of society 
Pertly- boldly 
Coquettishly- in a flirtatious manner 
Wench- peasant girl 
Expenditure- an expense 
Awry- amiss or askew 
Rapt- enchanted 
 

1. What is your reaction to the situations with Pear Blossom? 
2. In a conversation with his father, the third son says he has dreams and wishes for glory. 

Describe the importance of these goals and how they relate to his character. 
3. Explain the following figurative language: “In his courts the [the soldiers] poured like 

evil filthy water, filling every corner and crack…” (Pg. 324) 
4. Describe your impression of these soldiers in Wang Lung’s courts. 
5. Why, again, is Wang Lung unable to find peace in his home?  
6. The narrator tells us that Wang Lung was just to all. What is your opinion of this view of 

Wang Lung?  
7. What do you find comical or pleasing in these chapters?  

 
Chapters 33 and 34: 
Vocabulary:  
Begrudge- to give with reluctance 
Interest- payment for borrowed money 
Tenant- occupant 
Requited- made repayment 
Vaguely- indistinctly 
 

1. What was Wang Lung’s focus during his last years? What is the significance of this 
focus?  

2. What do you see as the significance of the final scene of the novel in which Wang Lung 
overhears his son’s plan to sell land? 

3. Why might Pearl Buck’s description of Wang Lung’s relationship with Pear Blossom be 
described as objective? Consider the novel’s point of view.  

4. Do you think Pear Blossom’s relationship with Wang Lung is her choice? What is your 
opinion of this relationship?  

5. What is foreshadowed by the elder son’s response to Wang Lung’s relationship to 
Blossom?  

6. Why is Wang Lung content with the idea of his own death?  



7. During the last years of his life, Wang Lung gets his information about his family from 
Cuckoo and Pear Blossom. What conclusions can draw from this fact?  

8. Do you think the choices Wang Lung’s sons have made in their lives are a result of their 
own will? Explain.  

 



An Annotation Guide 
 
Note-Taking vs. Annotation  
 
Most serious readers take notes of some kind when they are carefully considering a text, but many readers are too casual 
about their note-taking. Later they realize they have taken notes that are incomplete or too random, and then they 
laboriously start over, re-notating an earlier reading. Others take notes only when cramming for a test, which is often 
merely "better than nothing." Students can easily improve the depth of their reading and extend their understanding over 
long periods of time by developing a systematic form of annotating. Such a system is not necessarily difficult and can be 
completely personal and exceptionally useful.  
 
First, what is the difference between annotating and "taking notes"? For some people, the difference is nonexistent or 
negligible, but in this instance I am referring to a way of making notes directly onto a text such as a book, a handout, or 
another type of publication. The advantage of having one annotated text instead of a set of note papers plus a text should 
be clear enough: all the information is together and inseparable, with notes very close to the text for easier understanding, 
and with fewer pieces to keep organized.  
 
Think of annotations as “showing your work” while you read just as you sometimes show your work in a math problem. 
You are showing what you are thinking while you read and analyze— and thinking is a word-based activity, not just a 
nebulous puff of energy. If you can’t articulate your thoughts, then you have to question if you know what you’re 
thinking. Thinking is how you connect to the text. This, of course, requires ACTIVE participation with the text, engaging 
your mind while you read, not skimming the page. Listening to your iPod or the TV can split your focus so that you don’t 
have as much of a connection with the text. Marking important sections can also be helpful in locating them quickly in 
discussions.  
 
What the reader gets from annotating is a deeper initial reading and an understanding of the text that lasts. You can 
deliberately engage the author in conversation and questions, maybe stopping to argue, pay a compliment, or clarify an 
important issue—much like having a teacher or storyteller with you in the room. If and when you come back to the book, 
that initial interchange is recorded for you, making an excellent and entirely personal study tool.  
 
Criteria for Successful Annotation  
Using your annotated copy of the book six weeks after your first reading, you can recall the key information in the book 
with reasonable thoroughness in a 15- to 30-minute review of your notes and the text.  
 
Why Annotate? 

• Annotate any text that you must know well, in detail, and from which you might need to produce evidence that 
supports your knowledge or reading, such as a book on which you will be tested. 
• Don't assume that you must annotate when you read for pleasure; if you're relaxing with a book, well, relax. 

Still, some people—let's call them "not-abnormal"—actually annotate for pleasure.  
Don't annotate other people's property, which is almost always selfish, often destructive, rude, and possibly illegal. 
For a book that doesn't belong to you, use adhesive notes for your comments, removing them before you return the text.  
 
Don't annotate your own book if it has intrinsic value as an art object or a rarity. Consider doing what teachers do: buy an 
inexpensive copy of the text for class.  
 
Tools: Highlighter, Pencil, and Your Own Text  
 

1. Yellow Highlighter A yellow highlighter allows you to mark exactly what you are interested in. Equally 
important, the yellow line emphasizes without interfering. Some people underline, but underlining is laborious 
and often distracting. Highlighters in blue and pink and fluorescent colors are even more distracting. The idea is 
to see the important text more clearly, not give your eyes a psychedelic exercise.  

 



While you read, highlight whatever seems to be key information. At first, you will probably highlight too little or 
too much; with experience, you will choose more effectively which material to highlight.  
 

2. Pencil  
A pencil is better than a pen because you can make changes. Even geniuses make mistakes, temporary comments, 
and incomplete notes. While you read, use marginalia—marginal notes—to mark key material. Marginalia can 
include check marks, question marks, stars, arrows, brackets, and written words and phrases.  
 
Consider using the following format: 
Inside Front Cover: Major character list with small space for character summary and for page references for key 
scenes or moments of character development, etc.  
 
Inside Back Cover: Build a list of themes, allusions, images, motifs, key scenes, plot line, epiphanies, etc. as you 
read. Add page references and/or notes as well as you read. Make a list of vocabulary words on a back page or the 
inside back cover, if there’s still room. Possible ideas for lists include the author's special jargon and new, 
unknown, or otherwise interesting words.  
 
Beginning of Each Chapter: Provide a quick summary of what happens in the chapter. Title each chapter or 
section as soon as you finish it, especially if the text does not provide headings for chapters or sections.  
 
Top margins: provide plot notes—a quick few words or phrases that summarize what happens here. Go back 
after a chapter, scene, or assignment and then mark it carefully. (Useful for quick location of passages in 
discussion and for writing assignments).  
 
Bottom and Side Page Margins: Interpretive notes (see list below), questions, and/or remarks that refer to 
meaning of the page. Markings or notes to tie in with notes on the inside back cover.  
 
Interpretive Notes and Symbols to be used are:  
• Underline or highlight key words, phrases, or sentences that are important to understanding the work. 
• Write questions or comments in the margins—your thoughts or “conversation” with the text.  
• Bracket important ideas or passages. 
• Use Vertical lines at the margin: to emphasize a statement already underlined or bracketed  
• Connect ideas with lines or arrows. 
• Use numbers in the margin: to indicate the sequence of points the author makes in developing a single argument.  
• Use a star, asterisk, or other doo-dad at the margin (use a consistent symbol): to be used sparingly, to emphasize 
the ten or twenty most important statements in the book.  
• Use ??? for sections or ideas you don’t understand.  
• Circle words you don’t know. Define them in the margins.  
• A check mark means “I understand”.  
• Use !!! when you come across something new, interesting, or surprising.  
• And other literary devices (see below). Some of the things you may want to mark as you notice them are:  
• Use an S for Symbols: A symbol is a literal thing that also stands for something else, like a flag, or a cross, or 
fire. Symbols help to discover new layers of meaning.  
• Use an I for Imagery: Imagery includes words that appeal to one or more of the five senses. Close attention to 
imagery is important in understanding an author’s message and attitude toward a subject.  
• Use an F for Figurative Language: Figurative language includes things like similes, metaphors, and 
personification. Figurative language often reveals deeper layers of meaning. 
• Use a T for Tone: Tone is the overall mood of a piece of literature. Tone can carry as much meaning to the story 
as the plot does.  
• Use a Th – Theme: In literature, a theme is a broad idea in a story, or a message or lesson conveyed by a work. 
This message is usually about life, society or human nature. Themes explore timeless and universal ideas. Most 
themes are implied rather than explicitly stated.  



• Plot elements (setting, mood, conflict, etc.)  
• Diction (effective or unusual word choice)  
As you mark, you begin to notice patterns the author has or where he or she deviates from a pattern and much of 
the work of a critical or analytical reader is noticing these patterns and variations. Notice that annotations are 
meant to be more than a “scavenger hunt” for literary techniques and rhetorical devices. Along with marking these 
you should comment on the effectiveness or significance of the device. It’s great if you can detect alliteration in a 
passage, but that in and of itself is useless unless you can tell that this alliteration demonstrates the mental 
breakdown of the character, for example. It’s amazing if you recognize the hubris of a character, but how does 
this instance differ from those occurring previously in the novel?  

 
3. Your Text  
Inside the front cover of your book, keep an orderly, legible list of "key information" with page references. Key 
information in a novel might include themes; passages that relate to the book's title; characters' names; salient quotes; 
important scenes, passages, and chapters; and maybe key definitions or vocabulary. Remember that key information 
will vary according to genre and the reader's purpose, so make your own good plan.  
 
Adapted from  
https://www.covcath.org/uploaded/06_Students/Annotation_Guide_AP_Language.pdf  
and 
“An Annotation Guide: How and Why to Annotate a Book” by Nick Otten 

https://www.covcath.org/uploaded/06_Students/Annotation_Guide_AP_Language.pdf

